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SUBARU AND BRANDON SEMENUK WIN 2022 AMERICAN RALLY ASSOCIATION CHAMPIONSHIP

Canadian rally star and mountain bike legend wins first U.S. title over Ken Block

Teammate Travis Pastrana finishes third overall in 2021 championship defense

Sixteenth overall driver’s championship for Subaru Motorsports USA

Marquette, MI, Oct 17, 2022  -  Subaru Motorsports USA driver Brandon Semenuk and co-driver Keaton Williams

clinched their first-ever American Rally Association (ARA) driver’s and co-driver’s championships ahead of Hoonigan

Racing Division rivals Ken Block and Alex Gelsomino with a victory at Lake Superior Performance Rally (LSPR), the

final round of the 2022 ARA National Championship calendar. Subaru teammates and 2021 champions Travis Pastrana

and Rhianon Gelsomino finished second on the rally and third overall in the title race.

“I’m just speechless right now, can’t believe we got the championship!” said Semenuk after the final stage. “Our goal

was to keep pace with Ken and keep the pressure on since we felt like we had an advantage in the conditions this

weekend, and knew we needed the rally win to take home the title. It’s an incredible feeling and the team has done

such a great job to develop the car and keep us in the fight this year so we could have the opportunity to get this

done.”

The 2022 ARA Overall championship was one of the most thrilling in U.S. rally history, with a season-long fight between

Semenuk and Block coming down to a winner-take-all final event. Block entered the championship with a new Hyundai

i20 WRC—a modified World Rally Car given a waiver to compete in the U.S. championship—that was expected to be

the fastest car ever to run on the U.S. stages, while Semenuk looked to move out of the shadow of six-time champion

Travis Pastrana in his second full season with Subaru. After the Canadian rising star took early wins at 100 Acre Wood

and Olympus while Pastrana worked his way back from a pelvic fracture, Block began a run of four out of five rally wins

only broken by Semenuk’s last-stage victory at New England Forest Rally in July.

Subaru and Vermont SportsCar responded to the challenge with a series of midseason aero and setup changes to the

WRX STI rally cars that narrowed the performance gap, but a Semenuk crash at September’s Susquehannock Trail

Performance Rally allowed Block to take a slim championship lead and set up a showdown at the final rally of the year.

Lake Superior, based in Michigan’s Upper Peninsula and one of the most historic rounds on the U.S. rally calendar, is

known for cool weather, stunning fall foliage and roads that turn slick when the weather is wet. Despite Block’s obvious

pace, Friday’s snow flurries and temperatures hovering around the freezing mark seemed to favor the challenger from

Canada thanks to extensive experience in his home championship’s notoriously tricky spring and fall rallies.



Block struck first on Friday, winning three stages on the opening loop and building a ten-second lead over Semenuk,

but the road surfaces were becoming muddier and more dangerous as the afternoon wore on. After light pods were

fitted to the cars at the afternoon service, darkness and more snow descended as the drivers set out to conclude the

day with a repeat of the same four-stage loop. On Stage 7 the championship picture shifted dramatically as a slippery

right-hand corner caught out the Hoonigan crew, who went straight off the road and into the trees. Semenuk inherited

the lead, with the second WRX STI of Pastrana moving into second; damage to the Hyundai WRC car would prove too

extensive to allow Block to continue.

With the event lead in hand, Semenuk and Williams adopted a quick but cautious pace on Saturday aimed at bringing

the car home safely. Pastrana and Gelsomino, already mathematically eliminated from the title picture but always

competitive on pace, traded stage wins with their teammates and ultimately brought home a Subaru 1-2 event finish.

The first-ever national driver’s title for Brandon Semenuk in just his second full season competing in the U.S.

championship represents a remarkable sixteenth overall U.S. rally driver’s crown for Subaru Motorsports USA, and

places Semenuk’s name alongside Mark Lovell, David Higgins and Pastrana as American rally champions in the blue

and gold WRX STI rally cars.

 

About Subaru Motorsports USA

Subaru Motorsports USA is managed by Vermont SportsCar and proudly supported by Subaru of America, Inc., 

MOTUL, KMC Wheels, Yokohama Tires, DirtFish Rally School, KÜHL,AT&T Business, weBoost and Peplink.

Follow the team online at www.subaru.com/motorsports.

Follow Subaru Motorsports USA on Facebook,on Instagram @subarumotorsportsusa,

onTikTok @subarumotorsportsusa,and on Twitter @subarums_usa

 

 

About Subaru of America, Inc. 

Subaru of America, Inc. (SOA) is a wholly owned subsidiary of Subaru Corporation of Japan. Headquartered at a zero-

landfill office in Camden, N.J., the company markets and distributes Subaru vehicles, parts and accessories through a

network of more than 630 retailers across the United States. All Subaru products are manufactured in zero-landfill

plants and Subaru of Indiana Automotive, Inc. is the only U.S. automobile manufacturing plant to be designated a

backyard wildlife habitat by the National Wildlife Federation. SOA is guided by the Subaru Love Promise,which is the

company’s vision to show love and respect to everyone, and to support its communities and customers nationwide.

Over the past 20 years, SOA and the SOA Foundation have donated more than $300 million to causes the Subaru

family cares about, and its employees have logged nearly 88,000 volunteer hours. As a company, Subaru believes it is

important to do its part in making a positive impact in the world because it is the right thing to do. For additional

information visit media.subaru.com. Follow us on Facebook,Twitter,and Instagram.


